
 

FAIRTRADE AND THE CLIMATE CRISIS 

Lesson plan for secondary schools  
 

This lesson plan focuses on the climate crisis and its impact upon agricultural practices in 

cocoa and coffee growing regions. Students will learn how farmers are affected and how 

Fairtrade provides support to mitigate the effects of the changing climate. This lesson is for 

pupils who are aged 11+.   

 

PRIOR LEARNING  
Learners should already have a basic understanding of global warming and the climate 

crisis. 

 
 

Learning Objectives 
 Learners understand that the effects of the climate crisis vary across geographical 

regions, and it is often the people who contribute the least to climate change that are 

the hardest hit  

 Learners can identify two common plant diseases caused by the climate crisis  

 Learners start to think about how their choices can help to mitigate the impacts of the 

climate crisis 

 Optional extension objective: Learners understand how Fairtrade contributes to 

Sustainable Development Goal 13 

 

Curriculum links 
These learning resources are designed to link in to the Key Stage 3 Geography curriculum in 

England, Wales and Northern Ireland. In Scotland, the resource can be used to meet 

People, Place and Environment outcomes for Third/Fourth Level Social Studies. 

 

You will need 
 These teacher notes 

 The supporting PowerPoint presentation   

 How Fairtrade is tackling the climate crisis – film  

 

Supporting links with further information 
 Fairtrade and Climate Justice 

 A Fairtrade blog on ‘8 ways Fairtrade farmers protect the environment’ 

 Learn about Fairtrade forest friendly farming by watching ‘Guardians of the 

Rainforest’ 

 Read about SDG13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 

 Listen to Ebrottié Tanoh Florentin speak about the effects of climate change and low 

prices on cocoa farming families in the Ivory Coast 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239087/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Geography.pdf
https://education.gov.scot/Documents/social-studies-eo.pdf
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/wp-admin/post.php?post=26851&action=edit
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/get%20involved/Current-campaigns/Fairtrade-and-Climate-Justice
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/Media-Centre/Blog/2018/June/8-ways-Fairtrade-protects-the-environment
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/guardians-of-the-rainforest/
https://schools.fairtrade.org.uk/resource/guardians-of-the-rainforest/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0a0tp93Bhw&feature=emb_title


 

Slide 
No. 

Notes Timings 

1 

Fairtrade and the Climate Crisis 
 
Introduce the aims of the lesson – to learn more about the effects of the 
climate crisis on farmers overseas and how Fairtrade can mitigate some of 
these effects.  
 

 

2 

The Climate Crisis 
 
Start the lesson with a recap of prior learning. Display the discussion 
question: What do we mean by the climate crisis? Ask students to discuss in 
pairs or small groups and feedback to the class.  
 
Elicit rising temperatures and increasing carbon dioxide levels.  
  

10 minutes 

3 

Who will be the hardest hit?  
 
Display the infographic on the board showing the estimated impact of +3 
degrees C change on crop yields by 2050.  
 
Prompt the class to de-code this visual: 

- What does this map tell us?  
- Which regions will be hit the hardest by the climate crisis?  
- What crops might grow in the red regions? 

  

4 

Climate change is a global issue  
 
Display the quote by Ebrottié Tanoh Florentin ‘Climate change is a global 
issue. We, the farmers, have to deal with its consequences every day.’ 
 
Having just identified the regions where farmers might be hit the hardest, 
prompt the question ‘What impact might the climate crisis have on farmers in 
these regions?’  
 
As a class create a list of some of the consequences that farmers might 
face.  
 

10 minutes  

5  

The effects of the climate crisis on coffee and cocoa  
 
Explain to the class that they are going to look at two regions of the world 
where the crops are already being affected by the climate crisis. 
 
First, we’re going to look at the effects of the climate crisis on coffee in Peru.  
 
Second, we’ll look at some of the impacts of the climate crisis on cocoa in 
West Africa.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0a0tp93Bhw&feature=emb_title


 

6 

Coffee Leaf Rust in Peru  
 
Coffee leaf rust is a disease caused by a plant fungus. It is devastating to 
coffee plantations and can destroy entire crops.  
 
Unpredictable weather patterns and rising humidity caused by climate 
change means that coffee leaf rust is becoming more common. There is 
currently no cure for this plant disease 
 
 

 
  
5 minutes  

7  

50% of land used for coffee could be unusable by 2050 
 
Display this fact on the screen. Elicit discussion through the following 
questions: 
 
How will this impact the lives of coffee farmers? 
How will this impact the lives of people in the UK? 
 

8  

Black pod disease in cocoa  
 
Climate change is one of the most urgent challenges of all for cocoa farmers. 
Unpredictable weather can wreak havoc on farming communities, with 
problems like drought leading to low yields, or too much rain infecting cocoa 
trees with black pod disease. 
 
A healthy cocoa pod is yellow or red, but black pod disease turns the cocoa 
pod black or brown. The infection does not only occur on the pod surface, 
but also invades inside the pod affecting the beans. It is a very infectious 
plant disease and direct contact of a black pod with healthy pods will cause 
the disease to spread.  
 
Black Pod disease kills one in 10 cocoa trees globally and causing a drop in 
yield of 20-30%. 
 
How will this impact the lives of cocoa farmers? 
How will these impacts affect your life? 
 

 
 
5 minutes  

9 

How does Fairtrade tackle the climate crisis? 
 
Watch the film. This will explain more about the situation for farmers 
overseas and the challenges they face as a result of the climate crisis. It will 
also explain how Fairtrade is supporting farmers to tackle these issues. 
 
The questions below can give guidance to how you might want to explore 
some of the issues covered in the film further;  
 
Climate Change Challenges  

15 minutes 



 

 

 

What are the problems faced by farmers? Is it fair that those who contribute 
the least to the climate crisis are hardest hit? What can we do to minimise 
our carbon footprint?  
Interconnectedness  
Is the climate crisis isolated to certain geographical regions? How are we 
connected to people in different countries through our food choices?  
 
Future of food  
If the climate crisis continues to escalate at a steady rate, what will the future 
of food look like in the UK? What might happen to the price of goods grown 
overseas? What is your favourite chocolate bar? How might the climate 
crisis affect its availability in 50 years? 
 
Fairtrade  
In what ways does Fairtrade tackle the climate crisis? Why is climate crisis 
education important? What can we do to ensure farmers are supported to 
mitigate the effects of the changing climate?  
 

10 

Choose the World You Want 
 
Explain to the students that their choices as consumers affect the lives of 
farmers and workers overseas. Their choices also impact upon the climate, 
both at home and abroad.  
 

 

11 

OPTIONAL EXTENSION: Sustainable Development Goals 
 
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global 
Goals, were adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015 as a 
universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all 
people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030. 
 
Fairtrade works to meet many of these goals. As a class, discuss and 
identify the global goals that Fairtrade seeks to address. Can the class 
identify the goal that they have focused on in today’s lesson? Elicit SDG 13. 
 

5 minutes 

12 

OPTIONAL EXTENSION: Sustainable Development Goal 13 
 
SDG 13 is about taking urgent action to combat climate change and its 
impact.  
 
Using what you have learnt from the film, how does Fairtrade work to meet 
this global goal? 


